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forwardness 4288 # prothumia {proth-oo-mee'-ah}; from 4289; predisposition, i.e. alacrity: -- {forwardness} of 
mind, readiness (of mind), ready (willing) mind.[ql mind 4288 # prothumia {proth-oo-mee'-ah}; from 4289; 
predisposition, i.e. alacrity: -- forwardness of mind, readiness (of {mind}), ready (willing) mind.[ql mind 4288 # 
prothumia {proth-oo-mee'-ah}; from 4289; predisposition, i.e. alacrity: -- forwardness of mind, readiness (of 
mind), ready (willing) {mind}.[ql mind 4288 # prothumia {proth-oo-mee'-ah}; from 4289; predisposition, i.e. 
alacrity: -- forwardness of {mind}, readiness (of mind), ready (willing) mind.[ql of 4288 # prothumia 
{proth-oo-mee'-ah}; from 4289; predisposition, i.e. alacrity: -- forwardness {of} mind, readiness (of mind), ready 
(willing) mind.[ql of 4288 # prothumia {proth-oo-mee'-ah}; from 4289; predisposition, i.e. alacrity: -- forwardness
of mind, readiness ({of} mind), ready (willing) mind.[ql readiness 4288 # prothumia {proth-oo-mee'-ah}; from 
4289; predisposition, i.e. alacrity: -- forwardness of mind, {readiness} (of mind), ready (willing) mind.[ql ready 
4288 # prothumia {proth-oo-mee'-ah}; from 4289; predisposition, i.e. alacrity: -- forwardness of mind, readiness 
(of mind), {ready} (willing) mind.[ql willing 4288 # prothumia {proth-oo-mee'-ah}; from 4289; predisposition, 
i.e. alacrity: -- forwardness of mind, readiness (of mind), ready ({willing}) mind.[ql



readiness Interlinear Index Study readiness ACT 017 011 These <3778 -houtos -> were more noble <2104 -
eugenes -> than those <3588 -ho -> in Thessalonica <2332 - Thessalonike -> , in that they received <1209 -
dechomai -> the word <3056 -logos -> with all <3956 -pas -> {readiness} <4288 - prothumia -> of mind <4288 -
prothumia -> , and searched <0350 - anakrino -> the scriptures <1124 -graphe -> daily <2250 -hemera - > , 
whether <1487 -ei -> those <5023 -tauta -> things were so <3779 -houto -> . readiness 2CO 008 011 Now <3570 -
nuni -> therefore <2532 -kai -> perform <2005 -epiteleo -> the doing <4160 -poieo -> [ of it ] ; that as [ there was 
] a {readiness} <4288 -prothumia -> to will <2309 -thelo -> , so <3779 -houto -> [ there may be ] a performance 
<2005 -epiteleo -> also <2532 -kai -> out of that which ye have <2192 -echo -> . readiness 2CO 010 006 And 
having <2192 -echo -> in a {readiness} <2092 -hetoimos -> to revenge <1556 -ekdikeo -> all <3956 -pas - > 
disobedience <3876 -parakoe -> , when <3752 -hotan -> your <5216 -humon -> obedience <5218 -hupakoe -> is 
fulfilled <4137 - pleroo -> .



word with all readiness 



KJV Bible Word Studies for READINESS



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

endow 4117 ## mahar {maw-har'}; a primitive root (perhaps rather the same as 4116 through the idea of 
readiness in assent); to bargain (for a wife), i.e. to wed: -- {endow}, X surely. 

readiness 4288 # prothumia {proth-oo-mee'-ah}; from 4289; predisposition, i.e. alacrity: -- forwardness of 
mind, {readiness} (of mind), ready (willing) mind. 

surely 4117 ## mahar {maw-har'}; a primitive root (perhaps rather the same as 4116 through the idea of 
readiness in assent); to bargain (for a wife), i.e. to wed: -- endow, X {surely}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

readiness 02818 ## chashach (Aramaic) {khash-akh'} ; a collateral root to one corresponding to 02363 in 
the sense of {readiness} ; to be necessary (from the idea of convenience) or (transitively) to need : -- careful ,
have need of . 

readiness 04117 ## mahar {maw-har'} ; a primitive root (perhaps rather the same as 04116 through the idea
of {readiness} in assent) ; to bargain (for a wife) , i . e . to wed : -- endow , X surely . 

readiness 2093 - hetoimos {het'-oy-moce}; adverb from 2092; in {readiness}: -- ready. 

readiness 3904 - paraskeue {par-ask-yoo-ay'}; as if from 3903; {readiness}: -- preparation. 

readiness 4288 - prothumia {proth-oo-mee'-ah}; from 4289; predisposition, i.e. alacrity: -- forwardness of 
mind, {readiness} (of mind), ready (willing) mind. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

2090 + make + Make + ready + prepare + to make + Prepare + prepared + hath made + to prepare + and 
prepare + and prepared + unto him Make + hath prepared + were prepared + it is prepared + I have 
prepared + use and prepared + they had prepared + might be prepared + thou hast prepared + thou hast 
provided + thou that we prepare + them ; and they made + for he hath prepared + unto them and they 
made +/ . hetoimazo {het-oy-mad'-zo}; from 2092 + ready + is ready + are ready + to be ready + and 
prepared + and be ready + are they ready + of things made + might be ready + in a readiness + things are 
ready + and they that were ready +/ ; to prepare: --prepare, provide, make ready . Compare 2680 + made + 
prepared + ordained + is builded + shall prepare + was a preparing + as he who hath builded + man ; but 
he that built +/ . 

2092 + ready + is ready + are ready + to be ready + and prepared + and be ready + are they ready + of 
things made + might be ready + in a readiness + things are ready + and they that were ready +/ . hetoimos 
{het-oy'-mos}; from an old noun heteos (fitness); adjusted, i .e . ready: --prepared, (made) ready(-iness, to 
our hand) . 

2093 + for I am ready + time I am ready + to him that is ready +/ . hetoimos {het'-oy-moce}; adverb from 
2092 + ready + is ready + are ready + to be ready + and prepared + and be ready + are they ready + of 
things made + might be ready + in a readiness + things are ready + and they that were ready +/ ; in 
readiness: --ready . 

4288 + mind + ready + of mind + readiness + a willing + the forwardness + of it ; that as there was a 
readiness +/ . prothumia {proth-oo-mee'-ah}; from 4289 + is ready + is willing + but of a ready + as in me is 
I am ready +/ ; predisposition, i .e . alacrity: --forwardness of mind, readiness (of mind), ready (willing) 
mind . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

readiness 4288 ** prothumia ** forwardness of mind, {readiness} (of mind), ready(willing) mind.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

readiness 2092 hetoimos * {readiness} , {2092 hetoimos } , 4288 prothumia ,

readiness 4288 prothumia * {readiness} , 2092 hetoimos , {4288 prothumia } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* readiness , 2092 , 4288 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

readiness - 2092 made, prepared, {readiness}, ready,

readiness - 4288 forwardness, mind, {readiness}, ready, willing,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

readiness 2Co_08_11 # Now therefore perform the doing [of it]; that as [there was] a readiness to will, so 
[there may be] a performance also out of that which ye have.

readiness 2Co_10_06 # And having in a readiness to revenge all disobedience, when your obedience is 
fulfilled.

readiness Act_17_11 # These were more noble than those in Thessalonica, in that they received the word 
with all readiness of mind, and searched the scriptures daily, whether those things were so.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

readiness of mind Act_17_11 # These were more noble than those in Thessalonica, in that they received the 
word with all readiness of mind, and searched the scriptures daily, whether those things were so.

readiness to revenge 2Co_10_06 # And having in a readiness to revenge all disobedience, when your 
obedience is fulfilled.

readiness to will 2Co_08_11 # Now therefore perform the doing [of it]; that as [there was] a readiness to 
will, so [there may be] a performance also out of that which ye have.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

readiness ^ Act_17_11 / readiness /^of mind, and searched the scriptures daily, whether those things were 
so. 

readiness ^ 2Co_10_06 / readiness /^to revenge all disobedience, when your obedience is fulfilled. 

readiness ^ 2Co_08_11 / readiness /^to will, so [there may be] a performance also out of that which ye have. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

readiness ......... in a readiness 2092 -hetoimos-> 

readiness ......... of it ; that as there was a readiness 4288 -prothumia-> 

readiness ......... readiness 4288 -prothumia-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

readiness 2Co_08_11 Now therefore perform the doing [of it]; that as [there was] a {readiness} to will, so 
[there may be] a performance also out of that which ye have. 

readiness 2Co_10_06 And having in a {readiness} to revenge all disobedience, when your obedience is 
fulfilled. 

readiness Act_17_11 These were more noble than those in Thessalonica, in that they received the word with 
all {readiness} of mind, and searched the scriptures daily, whether those things were so. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

readiness ^ 2Co_08_11 Now <3570> <1161> therefore <2532> perform <2005> (5657) the doing <4160> 
(5658) of it; that <3704> as <2509> there was a {readiness} <4288> to will <2309> (5721), so <3779> there 
may be a performance <2005> (5658) also <2532> out of <1537> that which ye have <2192> (5721). 

readiness ^ 2Co_10_06 And <2532> having <2192> (5723) in <1722> a {readiness} <2092> to revenge 
<1556> (5658) all <3956> disobedience <3876>, when <3752> your <5216> obedience <5218> is fulfilled 
<4137> (5686). 

readiness ^ Act_17_11 <1161> These <3778> were <2258> (5713) more noble <2104> than those in <1722> 
Thessalonica <2332>, in that they <3748> received <1209> (5662) the word <3056> with <3326> all <3956> 
{readiness} of mind <4288>, and searched <0350> (5723) the scriptures <1124> daily <2250> <2596>, 
whether <1487> those things <5023> were <2192> (5722) so <3779>. 



eBibleSoftware Engineering

Web Suite of Bible Study Tools

Explore all the new ways to study and using
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words

readiness 2Co_08_11 Now (3570 -nuni -) therefore (2532 -kai -) perform (2005 -epiteleo -) the doing (4160 -poieo -) [ of it ] ; that as [ there was ] a {readiness} (4288 -prothumia -) to will (2309 -thelo -) , so (3779 -houto -) [ 
there may be ] a performance (2005 -epiteleo -) also (2532 -kai -) out of that which ye have (2192 -echo -) . 

readiness 2Co_10_06 And having (2192 -echo -) in a {readiness} (2092 -hetoimos -) to revenge (1556 -ekdikeo -) all (3956 -pas -) disobedience (3876 -parakoe -) , when (3752 -hotan -) your (5216 -humon -) obedience (5218 -
hupakoe -) is fulfilled (4137 -pleroo -) . 

readiness Act_17_11 These (3778 -houtos -) were more noble (2104 -eugenes -) than those (3588 -ho -) in Thessalonica (2332 -Thessalonike -) , in that they received (1209 -dechomai -) the word (3056 -logos -) with all (3956 -
pas -) {readiness} (4288 -prothumia -) of mind (4288 -prothumia -) , and searched (0350 -anakrino -) the scriptures (1124 -graphe -) daily (2250 -hemera -) , whether (1487 -ei -) those (5023 -tauta -) things were so (3779 -
houto -) . 
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* readiness , 2092 hetoimos , 4288 prothumia , readiness -2092 made, prepared, {readiness}, ready, readiness -
4288 forwardness, mind, {readiness}, ready, willing, readiness 4288 ** prothumia ** forwardness of mind, 
{readiness} (of mind), ready(willing) mind. readiness ......... in a readiness 2092 -hetoimos-> readiness ......... of it 
; that as there was a readiness 4288 - prothumia-> readiness ......... readiness 4288 -prothumia-> readiness 4288 # 
prothumia {proth-oo-mee'-ah}; from 4289; predisposition, i.e. alacrity: -- forwardness of mind, {readiness} (of 
mind), ready (willing) mind.[ql readiness 017 011 Act /${readiness /of mind , and searched the scriptures daily , 
whether those things were so . readiness 010 006 IICo /${readiness /to revenge all disobedience , when your 
obedience is fulfilled . readiness 008 011 IICo /${readiness /to will , so there may be a performance also out of 
that which ye have . readiness , 2CO , 8:11 , 2CO , 10:6 readiness , AC , 17:11 forwardness 4288 # prothumia 
{proth-oo-mee'-ah}; from 4289; predisposition, i.e. alacrity: -- {forwardness} of mind, readiness (of mind), ready 
(willing) mind.[ql mind 4288 # prothumia {proth-oo-mee'-ah}; from 4289; predisposition, i.e. alacrity: -- 
forwardness of mind, readiness (of {mind}), ready (willing) mind.[ql mind 4288 # prothumia {proth-oo-mee'-ah};
from 4289; predisposition, i.e. alacrity: -- forwardness of mind, readiness (of mind), ready (willing) {mind}.[ql 
mind 4288 # prothumia {proth-oo-mee'-ah}; from 4289; predisposition, i.e. alacrity: -- forwardness of {mind}, 
readiness (of mind), ready (willing) mind.[ql of 4288 # prothumia {proth-oo-mee'-ah}; from 4289; predisposition, 
i.e. alacrity: -- forwardness {of} mind, readiness (of mind), ready (willing) mind.[ql of 4288 # prothumia 
{proth-oo-mee'-ah}; from 4289; predisposition, i.e. alacrity: -- forwardness of mind, readiness ({of} mind), ready 
(willing) mind.[ql readiness 4288 # prothumia {proth-oo-mee'-ah}; from 4289; predisposition, i.e. alacrity: -- 
forwardness of mind, {readiness} (of mind), ready (willing) mind.[ql ready 4288 # prothumia {proth-oo-mee'-ah};
from 4289; predisposition, i.e. alacrity: -- forwardness of mind, readiness (of mind), {ready} (willing) mind.[ql 
willing 4288 # prothumia {proth-oo-mee'-ah}; from 4289; predisposition, i.e. alacrity: -- forwardness of mind, 
readiness (of mind), ready ({willing}) mind.[ql readiness Interlinear Index Study readiness ACT 017 011 These 
<3778 -houtos -> were more noble <2104 -eugenes -> than those <3588 -ho -> in Thessalonica <2332 - 
Thessalonike -> , in that they received <1209 -dechomai -> the word <3056 -logos -> with all <3956 -pas -> 
{readiness} <4288 - prothumia -> of mind <4288 -prothumia -> , and searched <0350 - anakrino -> the scriptures 
<1124 -graphe -> daily <2250 -hemera - > , whether <1487 -ei -> those <5023 -tauta -> things were so <3779 -
houto -> . readiness 2CO 008 011 Now <3570 -nuni -> therefore <2532 -kai -> perform <2005 -epiteleo -> the 
doing <4160 -poieo -> [ of it ] ; that as [ there was ] a {readiness} <4288 -prothumia -> to will <2309 -thelo -> , 
so <3779 -houto -> [ there may be ] a performance <2005 -epiteleo -> also <2532 -kai -> out of that which ye 
have <2192 -echo -> . readiness 2CO 010 006 And having <2192 -echo -> in a {readiness} <2092 -hetoimos -> to
revenge <1556 -ekdikeo -> all <3956 -pas - > disobedience <3876 -parakoe -> , when <3752 -hotan -> your 
<5216 -humon -> obedience <5218 -hupakoe -> is fulfilled <4137 - pleroo -> . word with all readiness readiness 
These were more noble than those in Thessalonica, in that they received the word with all {readiness} of mind, 
and searched the scriptures daily, whether those things were so. readiness <2CO8 -11> Now therefore perform the
doing of it]; that as there was] a {readiness} to will, so there may be] a performance also out of that which ye 
have. readiness <2CO10 -6> And having in a {readiness} to revenge all disobedience, when your obedience is 
fulfilled. 



* readiness , 2092 hetoimos , 4288 prothumia ,



readiness -2092 made, prepared, {readiness}, ready, readiness -4288 forwardness, mind, {readiness}, ready, 
willing,





readiness 4288 ** prothumia ** forwardness of mind, {readiness} (of mind), ready(willing) mind.





readiness ......... in a readiness 2092 -hetoimos-> readiness ......... of it ; that as there was a readiness 4288 - 
prothumia-> readiness ......... readiness 4288 -prothumia->



readiness 4288 # prothumia {proth-oo-mee'-ah}; from 4289; predisposition, i.e. alacrity: -- forwardness of mind, 
{readiness} (of mind), ready (willing) mind.[ql
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readiness Act_17_11 /${readiness /of mind , and searched the scriptures daily , whether those things were so . 
readiness 2Co_10_06 /${readiness /to revenge all disobedience , when your obedience is fulfilled . readiness 
2Co_08_11 /${readiness /to will , so there may be a performance also out of that which ye have .





readiness These were more noble than those in Thessalonica, in that they received the word with all {readiness} of
mind, and searched the scriptures daily, whether those things were so. readiness <2CO8 -11> Now therefore 
perform the doing of it]; that as there was] a {readiness} to will, so there may be] a performance also out of that 
which ye have. readiness <2CO10 -6> And having in a {readiness} to revenge all disobedience, when your 
obedience is fulfilled.
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